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Fin efﬁciencyAbstract This work is aimed at studying the effect of environmental temperature such as radiation
sink temperature, convection sink temperature and heat generation number on the temperature dis-
tribution and efﬁciency of a convective–radiative stationary ﬁn. The Adomian Decomposition
Method (ADM) being one of the efﬁcient numerical methods for highly non linear equations,
the local temperature ﬁeld and efﬁciencies are obtained using ADM in which Newton–Rapson
method is used to estimate the ﬁn temperature for insulated boundary conditions. It is found that
the present ADM results are good agreement with the results available in literature using Galerkin
Method (GM) and Boundary Value problem Method (BVP).
 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
Fins are extended surface that are used in many engineering
application to enhance the rate of heat transfer between the
primary surface and surrounding environment [1]. Heat trans-
fer in straight surfaces, are most common because of their low
production cost and simplicity. The ﬁns are most effective in
convective environment when heat transfer co-efﬁcient islow, in that circumstances radiation effect cannot be neglected.
However there are some cases where ﬁn generates heat
internally due to the passage of electric current as in electric
ﬁlament or due to an atomic or chemical reaction as in an
atomic reactor. The classical analysis of ﬁn is based on the
assumption of constant thermal conductivity dissipating heat
to that the environmental temperature by convection. But
there are some situation in which ﬁn will dissipate heat with
the environment that may be changing. Again convective
and radiative mode of heat exchange may be maintained at
different temperature. Again from the better utilization of
materials and accurate predictions of ﬁn, the model must also
incorporate the variation of thermal conductivity with temper-
ature. Many different methods have recently introduced to
solve nonlinear problems, the homotopy analysis method
(HAM), variation iteration method (VIM), homotopy pertur-
bation method (HPM), Galerkin Method (GM) and Least
Square Method (LSM). Adomian Decomposition Method
Nomenclature
Nc conductive–convective parameter
Nr radiation–conduction parameter
C constant which represents the temperature
h heat transfer co-efﬁcient, W/m2 K
k temperature dependent thermal conductivity,
W/mK
ka thermal conductivity corresponding to ambient
condition, W/mK
L length of the entire ﬁn, m
T temperature, K
P ﬁn perimeter, m
Tb ﬁn’s base temperature, K
Ta sink temperature for convection, K
Ts sink temperature for radiation, K
b length of the ﬁn, m
q internal heat generation, W/m3
Q dimensionless heat generation number
x axial co-ordinate of the entire ﬁn, m
Ac cross-sectional area of the entire ﬁn, m
2
X dimensionless axial co-ordinate
Greek symbols
b thermal conductivity parameters
k slope of the thermal conductivity-temperature
curve, K1
h dimensionless temperature of the ﬁn
ha dimensionless convection sink temperature
hs dimensionless radiation sink temperature
r Stefan–Boltzmann constant
e emissivity
g efﬁciency
Fig. 1 The geometry of straight rectangular ﬁn.
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George Adomian in 1984, can provide convenient solutions
to a wide range of physical problems. The ADM does not
impose any linearization, perturbation or discretization and
leads to the convergent solutions rapidly. It consists of split-
ting the given equation into linear and nonlinear parts by
inverting the highest order derivative operator contained in
the linear operator on both sides of the equation and requires
the terms independent variables alone as initial approximation
by identifying the initial and/or boundary conditions. It
decomposes the unknown function into a series whose compo-
nents are to be determined and decomposing the non linear
function in terms of special polynomials called Adomian poly-
nomials and ﬁnding successive terms of the series solutions by
recurrent relationship. Hatami et al. [2] presented the heat
transfer and temperature distribution for circular convective–
radiative porous ﬁn with different geometries applying Least
Square Method (LSM) and fourth-order Runge–Kutta
Method. Hatami et al. [3] applied, three highly accurate and
simple analytical methods, Differential Transformation
Method (DTM), Collocation Method (CM) and Least Square
Method (LSM) are applied for predicting the temperature
distribution in porous ﬁn materials such as Si3N4, Al with
temperature dependent internal heat generation Arslanturk
[4] evaluated the ﬁn efﬁciency of a conductive–convective
straight ﬁn with variable thermal conductivity using ADM.
Singla and Das [5] predicted the heat generation number and
ﬁn tip temperature using Adomian decomposition method
and Genetic Algorithm. Ahmadi et al. [6] analyzed the
unsteady ﬂow and related heat transfer of a nanoﬂuid over a
horizontal ﬂat plate by Differential Transform Method
(DTM). Hatami et al. [7] presented a review on waste heat
recovery technique for the increase of heat transfer from the
diesel engines exhaust. The numerical modeling is done by
the same author [8]. Ghasemi et al. [9] applied Differential
Transform Method (DTM) for solving the nonlinear tempera-
ture distribution equation in a longitudinal ﬁn with tempera-
ture dependent internal heat generation and thermal
conductivity. Bhowmik et al. [10] applied both decomposition
and differential evolution method for predicting dimensions of
rectangular and hyperbolic ﬁns with variable thermal proper-ties. Hatami et al. [11] presented the temperature distribution
for a fully wet semi-spherical porous ﬁn using Least Square
Method (LSM) and fourth-order Runge–Kutta Method. Hatami
and Ganji [12] investigated the temperature distribution for a
circular wet porous ﬁn using Least Square Method (LSM)
and fourth-order Runge–Kutta Method. Hatami and Ganji
[13] again applied the Least Square Method (LSM) and Runge
Kutte Method for predicting the temperature distribution of
ceramic porous ﬁn. Heidarzadeh et al. [14] Applied Adomian
decomposition method for temperature distribution of a
convective–radiative ﬁn both sink temperature maintained at
absolute zero. Chiu and Chen [15] applied Adomian decompo-
sition method to determine the temperature distribution of
convective–radiative ﬁn with non linear boundary condition.
Therefore the present works aims at ﬁnding the effects of
environmental temperature and heat generation on the temper-
ature distribution and efﬁciency of a convective radiative ﬁn
rectangular straight ﬁn with variable thermal conductivity.
2. Mathematical formulations
A straight rectangular ﬁn of length b and cross-sectional area
Ac is considered as shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁn is assumed to be
insulated and the effect of heat transfer in vertical direction
is neglected. The steady state one dimensional energy equation
is given by
d
dx
kðTÞ dT
dx
 
 hPðT TaÞ
Ac
 erP T
4  T4a
 
Ac
þ q ¼ 0 ð1Þ
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dT
dx
¼ 0 at x ¼ 0 ð2Þ
T ¼ Tb at x ¼ b
The thermal conductivity of any metal depends upon the
temperature. The thermal conductivity of the ﬁn material is
assumed to be linear function of temperature according to
kðTÞ ¼ ka½1þ kðT TaÞ ð3Þ
In order to express the Eq. (1) in non dimensional forms,
the following dimensionless parameters are deﬁned as
h ¼ T
Tb
ha ¼ Ta
Tb
hs ¼ Ts
Tb
X ¼ x
b
b ¼ kTb N2c ¼
hPb2
kaAc
Nr ¼ erT
3
bPb
2
kaAc
Q ¼ b
2q
kaTb
ð4Þ
The formulation of energy Eq. (1) reduces to the following
equations using non dimensional terms deﬁned in (4):
d2h
dX2
þ bh d
2h
dX2
þ b dh
dX
 2
 bha d
2h
dX2
N2cðh haÞ
Nr h4  h4s
 þQ ¼ 0 ð5Þ
With the following boundary conditions:
dh
dX
¼ 0 at X ¼ 0
h ¼ 1 at X ¼ 1
ð6Þ3. Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM)
Using ADM [16] the above energy equation can be written as
Lxh ¼ QNrh4s N2cha þN2chþNrh4 þ bha
d2h
dX2
 b dh
dX
 2
 b h d
2h
dX2
 
ð7Þ
where LX ¼ d2dX2, is the second degree differential operator.
The above Eq. (7) can be represented as mentioned below
Lxh ¼ QNrh4s N2cha þN2chþNrðNAÞ þ bhaðNBÞ
 bðNCÞ  bðNDÞ ð8Þ
In decomposition method the nonlinear terms are expanded
in the form of a power series
NA ¼ h4 ¼
Xa
m¼0
Am; NB ¼ d
2h
dX2
¼
Xa
m¼0
Bm;
NC ¼ dh
dX
 2
¼
Xa
m¼0
Cm; ND ¼ h d
2h
dX2
¼
Xa
m¼0
Dm ð9Þ
where Am, Bm, Cm, and Dm are so-called the Adomian Polyno-
mials corresponding to non linear terms h4; d
2h
dX2
; dh
dX
 2
; h d
2h
dX2
,
respectively. These Adomian polynomials Am, Bm, Cm, and
Dm are calculated in the following manner.A0 ¼ h40 B0 ¼ d
2h0
dX2
A1 ¼ 4h30h1 B1 ¼ d
2h1
dX2
A2 ¼ 4h30h2þ6h20h21 B2 ¼ d
2h2
dX2
A3 ¼ 4h31h0þ4h30h3þ12h1h2h20 B3 ¼ d
2h3
dX2
..
. ..
.
C0 ¼ dh0dX
 2
D0 ¼ h0 d2h0dX2
C1 ¼ 2 dh0dX
 
dh1
dX
 
D1 ¼ h1 d2h0dX2 þh0 d
2h1
dX2
C2 ¼ 2 dh0dX
 
dh2
dX
 þ dh1
dX
 2
D2 ¼ h2 d2h0dX2 þh1 d
2h1
dX2
þh0 d2h2dX2
C3 ¼ 2 dh0dX
 
dh3
dX
 þ2 dh1
dX
 
dh2
dX
 
D3 ¼ h3 d2h0dX2 þh2 d
2h1
dX2
þh1 d2h2dX2 þh0 d
2h3
dX2
..
. ..
.
ð10Þ
Now operating the inverse operator, L1X on both side of the
Eq. (8)
L1X LXh¼L1X QL1X Nrh4s L1X N2chaþN2cL1X h
þNrL1X ðNAÞþbhaL1X ðNBÞbL1X ðNCÞbL1X ðNDÞ ð11Þ
where inverse operator is given by L1X ðÞ ¼
R X
0
R X
0
ðÞdXdX.
Hence L1X LXh ¼ h hð0Þ  X dhð0ÞdX is obtained using Maclaurin
series expansion. Therefore the above Eq. (7) reduces to
h¼ hð0ÞþXdhð0Þ
dX
L1X QL1X Nrh4s L1X N2chaþN2cL1X h
þNrL1X ðNAÞþbhaL1X ðNBÞbL1X ðNCÞbL1X ðNDÞ ð12Þ
The ﬁrst term h0 (When, m= 0) is taken as arbitrary
constant, C and whose values lie in the interval (0,1)
The 2nd term h1 (When, m= 1) contains inhomogeneous
term and calculated as below
h1 ¼ hð0ÞþXdhð0Þ
dX
QL1X ðÞ Nrh4s
 
L1X ðÞ N2cha
 
L1X ðÞ
þN2cL1X h0þNrL1X A0þbhL1X B0bL1X C0bL1X D0 ð13Þ
Next higher order terms are calculated using recursive
relationship
hm ¼ N2cL1X hm1 þNrL1X Am1 þ bhaL1X Bm1
 bL1X Cm1  bL1X Dm1; mP 2 ð14Þ
In the above equation h0 represents the ﬁrst term in the
series. Therefore h(0) must be constant in order to predict
the solution physically meaningful. Using this convection for
ﬁn tip temperature the ﬁrst four terms of the temperature ﬁeld
are expressed to evaluate the approximate solutions as below.
h0 ¼ C
h1 ¼ N
2
cCX
2
2
þNrC
4X2
2
Nrh
4
sX
2
2
N
2
chaX
2
2
QX
2
2
; ð15Þ
h2 ¼N
4
cCX
4
24
N
2
cNrh
4
sX
4
24
N
4
chaX
4
24
N
2
cQX
4
24
þN
2
rC
7X4
6
þ5N
2
cNrC
4X4
24
N
2
rh
4
sC
3X4
6
N
2
cNrhaC
3X4
6
NrQC
3X4
6
þbhaN
2
cCX
2
1
þbhaNrC
4X2
2
bhaNrh
4
sX
2
2
bh
2
aN
2
cX
2
2
bhaQX
2
2
bN
2
cC
2X2
2
bNrC
5X2
2
þbNrh
4
sCX
2
2
þbQCX
2
2
;
Table 1 Range of values for physical and thermal parameters.
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6
cCX
6
720
N
4
cNrh
4
sX
6
720
N
6
chaX
6
720
N
4
cQX
6
720
þ24N
2
cN
2
rC
7X6
180
þ45N
4
cNrC
4X6
720
N
2
cN
2
rh
4
sC
3X6
9
N
4
cNrhaC
3X6
9
N
2
cNrQC
3X6
9
þ13N
3
rC
10X6
180
11N
3
rh
4
sC
6X6
90
11N
2
cN
2
rhaC
6X6
90
11N
2
rQC
6X6
90
þN
3
rh
8
sC
2X6
20
þNrN
4
ch
2
aC
2X6
20
þNrQ
2C2X6
20
þN
2
cN
2
rh
4
shaC
2X6
10
þNrN
2
chaQC
2X6
10
þN
2
rh
4
sQC
2X6
10
þ10bhaN
4
cCX
4
24
þbhaNrN
2
cC
4X4
1
bhaNrN
2
ch
4
sX
4
3
5bh
2
aN
4
cX
4
24
bhaQN
2
cX
4
3
þbhaN
2
rC
7X4
3
bhaN
2
rh
4
sC
3X4
3
bh
2
aN
2
cNrC
3X4
3
bhaQNrC
3X4
3
5bN
4
cC
2X4
24
2bNrN
2
cC
5X4
3
þbNrN
2
ch
4
sCX
4
3
þbQN
2
cCX
4
3
11bN
2
rC
8X4
24
þ7bN
2
rh
4
sC
4X4
12
þ7bQNrC
4X4
12
bN
2
rh
8
sX
4
8
bQ
2X4
8
bNrh
4
sQX
4
4
þ3b
2h2aN
2
cX
2
2
þb
2h2aNrC
4X2
2
b
2h2aNrh
4
sX
2
2
b
2h3aN
2
cX
2
2
b
2h2aQX
2
2
þb
2N2cC
3X2
2
þb
2NrC
6X2
2
b
2Nrh
4
sC
2X2
2
b
2haN
2
cC
2X2
2
b
2QC2X2
2
b2haN2cC2X2b2haNrC5X2þb2haNrh4sCX2þb2haQCX2
..
.
Summing these terms, the ﬁnal temperature ﬁled h, is calcu-
lated as follows:
h ¼
Xa
0
hm ¼ h0 þ h1 þ h2 þ h3 þ h4 þ    ð16Þ
Now the temperature ﬁeld, h can be evaluated if the ﬁn tip
temperature C is known whose value lies in the interval (0,1).
Using an arbitrary initial guess value for C, for the tempera-
ture ﬁeld h computed from the above Eq. (16) and applying1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.0
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1.0
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n 
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,C
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Fig. 2 The ﬁn tip temperature with number of iterations.Newton–Rapson method satisfying the boundary conditions
(6) the actual temperature ﬁeld can be obtained. Fig. 2 shows
the variation of the constant C with number of iterations cal-
culated with initial guess value of C= 0.00001 corresponding
to known values of Nc, Nr, b, hs and Q.
4. Fin efﬁciency (g)
The ﬁn efﬁciency is deﬁned as the ratio of actual heat transfer
rate to the ideal heat transfer rate. The ideal heat transfer rate
takes place in the ﬁn if the whole ﬁn is subjected to base tem-
perature. The actual heat transfer rate is calculated based on
simultaneous convection and radiation heat losses from the ﬁn.
The convective and radiative heat losses of the entire ﬁn are
given below
Qc ¼
Z 1
0
hPðT TaÞdX ð17aÞ
Qr ¼
Z 1
0
rP T4  T4s
 
dX ð17bÞ
The total heat transfer rate Qactual is the sum of convective
and radiative heat loss given by the Eq. (18)
Qactual ¼
Z 1
0
hPðT TaÞ þ erP T4  T4s
  	
dX ð18Þ
The ideal heat transfer rate Qideal obtained if the entire ﬁn is
kept at the base temperature and can be expressed as
Qideal ¼ hPbðTb  TaÞ þ erPb T4b  T4s
  ð19Þ
The ﬁn efﬁciency can be expressed using non dimensional
terms by the Eq. (4)
g ¼ Qactual
Qideal
¼
R 1
0
hPðT TaÞ þ erP T4  T4s
  	
dX
hPbðTb  TaÞ þ erPb T4b  T4s
 
¼
R 1
0
Ncðh haÞ þNr h4  h4s
  	
dX
Ncð1 haÞ þNr 1 h4s
  ð20Þ0.1–0.4 0.25 and 1 0.2–4.0 +0.2 and 0.2 0.2–0.8 0.2–0.8
Table 2 Comparison of ADM solutions with Boundary Value
problem Method (BVP) and Galerkin Method (GM).
Nc = 1, Nr = 0.2, Q= 0, hs = 0, ha = 0, b= 0.2
X NM(BVP) [17] GM [17] ADM
0 0.6670135976 0.6670130182 0.6668585417
0.1 0.6701327453 0.6701327402 0.6699843729
0.2 0.6795140050 0.6795140487 0.6793861884
0.3 0.6952292542 0.6952288043 0.6951369002
0.4 0.7173997763 0.7173991838 0.7173579990
0.5 0.7461987342 0.7461985674 0.7462200260
0.6 0.7818550610 0.7818553071 0.7819442676
0.7 0.82465593362 0.8246593769 0.8248067048
0.8 0.8749723806 0.8749719057 0.8751455470
0.9 0.9332377964 0.9332375919 0.9333739732
1.0 1.0000000000 1.0000000000 1.0000000000
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Fig. 3 The temperature distribution obtained by ADM for
various values of radiation sinks temperature hs and heat
generation number Q for thermal conductivity parameter,
b= 0.2.
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Fig. 4 The temperature distribution obtained by ADM for
various values of radiation sinks temperature hs and heat
generation number Q for thermal conductivity parameter
b= 0.2.
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Fig. 5 The temperature distribution obtained by ADM for
various values of convection sinks temperature ha and heat
generation number Q for thermal conductivity parameter b= 0.2.
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Fig. 6 The temperature distribution obtained by ADM for
various values of convection sinks temperature ha and heat
generation number Q for thermal conductivity parameter
b= 0.2.
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5.1. Validation of the results
To check the accuracy of the present results, by considering
convection, radiation sink temperature and heat generation
number equals to zero, i.e. hs ¼ ha ¼ Q ¼ 0. The energy
Eq. (5) is converted into simpler case as which is found in
previous pioneering works [14,17]. The range of thermal and
physical parameters selected for the present work is shown in
the Table 1. Present works consider ﬁve terms in the solution
and results are in good agreement with the results of Boundary
Value problem Method (BVP) and Galerkin Method (GM) as
shown in Table 2.
Figs. 3 and 4 show how the temperature proﬁles in the ﬁn
material is affected by the radiation sink temperaturehs = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, at the two different values of heat
generation number Q= 0.1 and Q= 0.4 at the two different
values of thermal conductivity parameter, b= 0.2 and 0.2
respectively while remaining parameters Nc = 1, Nr = 0.2
and ha = 0.2 ﬁxed. As expected, the temperature in the ﬁn
material progressively decreases as the radiation sink tempera-
ture (hs) and heat generation number (Q) are lowered
simultaneously.
Figs. 5 and 6 correspond to the effect of convection sink
temperature ha = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, at the heat generation
number Q= 0.1 and Q= 0.4 and at the two different
values of thermal conductivity parameters b= 0.2 and 0.2
respectively with the other parameters assigned to values
Nc = 1, Nr = 0.2 and hs = 0.2. It is evident from the above
ﬁgures that for the same range of sink temperature ha = 0.2
to 0.8 the ﬁn materials is more affected by convection sink
temperature.
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Fig. 7 The variation ﬁn efﬁciency with respect to radiation
conduction parameter various values radiation sink temperature hs
corresponding to Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 for b= 0.2.
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Fig. 8 The variation ﬁn efﬁciency with respect to radiation
conduction parameter various values convection sink temperature
ha corresponding to Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 for b= 0.2.
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Fig. 9 The variation ﬁn efﬁciency with respect to radiation
conduction parameter various values of heat generation number Q
corresponding to Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 for b= 0.2.
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Fig. 10 The variation ﬁn efﬁciency with respect to radiation
conduction parameter various values radiation sink temperature hs
corresponding to Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 for b= 0.2.
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Fig. 11 The variation ﬁn efﬁciency with respect to radiation
conduction parameter various values convection sink temperature
ha corresponding to Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 for b= 0.2.
312 P.K. Roy et al.The Figs. 7 and 10 show the effect of ﬁn efﬁciency appear-
ing in the mathematical Eq. (20) for the values of radiation
sink temperature hs = 0.2, hs = 0.4, hs = 0.6 and hs = 0.8
with respect to the radiation conduction Nr = 0.2 to4.0 at
the two different values of conduction–convection parameter
Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 and at two nonlinearity parameter b
= 0.2 and  0.2 respectively. The other parameters taken ha
= 0.2 and Q= 0.1 were ﬁxed. The comparison is made
between practical ﬁns have whose conductive–convective,
Nc = 0.25 and the ﬁns having Nc = 1. The lowering the value
of value of radiation sink temperature, and with the increase of
radiation conduction parameter the ﬁn efﬁciency decreases.
The practical ﬁns have higher efﬁciency at lower range of Nr.
This may due the fact that with the increase in radiation
conduction parameter, Nr, the temperature gradient of the
ﬁn materials decreases which decreases the ﬁn efﬁciency. Again
Fig. 10 shows that corresponding to the value of sink
temperature hs = 0.8 the efﬁciency decreases with the increase
of radiation conduction parameter and again it increases.
A decomposition method for convective–radiative ﬁn with heat generation 313The Figs. 8 and 11 show the effect of ﬁn efﬁciency for the
values of convection sink temperature ha = 0.2, ha = 0.4,
ha = 0.6 and ha = 0.8 with respect to the radiation conduction
Nr = 0.2 to 4.0 at the two different values of conduction–con-
vection parameter Nc = 1 and Nc = 0.25 and at two nonlin-
earities b= 0.2 and 0.2 respectively. The other parameters
taken hs = 0.2 and Q= 0.1 were ﬁxed. The practical ﬁns
Nc = 0.25 have higher the efﬁciencies in the range of
Nr = 0.2 to 1.70 and beyond that the efﬁciency curves get
attenuated to each other, irrespective of variation of convec-
tion sink temperature. The Fig. 9 shows the variation of ﬁn
efﬁciency with variation of radiation conduction parameter
with different values of heat generation number. The ﬁn efﬁ-
ciency is higher when Nc = 0.25 than the Nc = 1 within the
range Nr = 0.2 to 1.63.
6. Conclusions
In this work, Adomian decomposition method is used to ana-
lyze the effect of environmental temperature of a convective–
radiative ﬁn with internal heat generation. The analysis is car-
ried out to study the variation of local ﬁn temperature of the
ﬁn materials and ﬁn efﬁciency with different controlling
parameters, such as dimensionless thermal conductivity
parameters, dimensionless sink temperatures and heat genera-
tion number. The present results obtained are compared with
the results of Galerkin Method (GM) and Boundary Value
problem Method (BVP) and a good agreement is observed.
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